
Indians of North America and Central America 
 from long ago 

Rubric 
 
 

Performance Tasks 
 
1.  Concept map  
 
*5 points for each map that shows their dwelling, religious beliefs, food, 
tools, clothing, government, and jobs. 
*3 points for some of the maps and shows some information for their 
dwellings, religious beliefs, food, tools, clothing, government, and jobs. 
*1 point for mapping only 1 or 2 tribes and their information. 
 
2.  Paper 
 
*5 points for showing that effective communication and compromises 
help resolve conflicts, correct spelling, punctuation, grammar. 
*3 points for showing partially how effective communication and 
compromises help resolve conflicts, some spelling, punctuation, 
grammar errors. 
*1 point for basic information showing how effective communication 
and compromised help resolve conflicts, many spelling, punctuation, 
grammar errors. 
 
3.  Draw a Scene 
 
*5 points for showing a scene that correctly depicts the daily life of the 
Northwest, colored, labeled 
*3 points for showing a scene that has some of the daily life of the 
Northwest, partially colored and labeled 
*1 point for showing only one aspect of the daily life of the Northwest, 
not colored or labeled 



 
 
4.  Kachina Doll 
 
*5 points for following the directions, using color, drawing a face 
*3 points for following some of the directions, using color, drawing a 
face 
*1 point for following only 1-2 directions, not using color, not drawing a 
face 
 
5.  Grocery Sack/Buffalo Hide 
 
*5 points for showing 8-10 ways the Great Plains used the buffalo 
*3 points for showing 5-7 ways the Great Plains used the buffalo 
*1 point for showing 2-4 ways the Great Plains used the buffalo 
 
6.  Travel Brochure 
 
*5 points for correct information and places to visit, things to see and do, 
colored, correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar 
*3 points for some information and places to visit, things to see and do, 
colored, correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar 
*1 point for only 1-2 sets of information and places to visit, things to see 
and do, partially colored, some spelling errors, punctuation, and 
grammar 
 


